William Safires Self Contradicting Rules For Writing
william safire (1929–2009) - benzimmer - william safire, pulitzer prize–winning political columnist,
presidential speechwriter, and self-described “language maven,” died on september 27, 2009 at the age of 79.
his three decades as the author of the “on language” column in the new york times magazine established him
as america’s best known commentator on the english language. chapter 1 the nature of self-disclosure columnist and word maven william safire defined disclosure as “to make known what was previously
unpublished, deliberately held back or kept secret” (1999, p. 47), a definition that speaks to the inevitable
dialectic between what is and what is not said. disclosure, in this sense, “undoes” the nature of self-disclosure
3 developing your own style - wnylrc - developing your own style sources: william safire and leonard
safire, good advice on writing: writer past and present on how to write well (new york: simon and schuster,
1992); sophy burnham, for writers only (new york: ballantine books, 1994) 1 of 4 voice is your personal way of
telling a story. liberalism, torture, and the ticking bomb - scholarship - liberalism, torture, and the
ticking bomb important than cruelty."'3 it is only in relatively modern times, shklar thinks, that we have come
to "put cruelty first"-that is, re-gard it as the most vicious of all vices.'4 she thinks that montaigne and
montesquieu, both of them proto-liberals, were the first politi- personnel—general leadership statements
and quotes - by william safire and leonard safire. published by times books, a division of random house, inc.
reprinted by permission from nineteen stars: a study in military character and leadership, by edgar f. puryear,
jr. published by presidio press, 31 pamaron way, ... a leader must be self–confident.” ... by william safire simon fraser university - october 2, 2005 back-formation by william safire "fluent in raunch" is how ariel
levy, 30, describes her critique of postfeminism.her shocking book, "female chauvinist pigs," is subtitled
"women and the rise of raunch culture." in that debasing culture, she writes, young women are fascinated with
porn stars and strip clubs, dear rin tin tin: an analysis of william safire’s dog ... - dear rin tin tin: an
analysis of william safire’s dog-naming survey from 1985 stanley brandes university of california, berkeley, usa
this paper contributes to the study of how and why we bestow particular types of names upon companion
animals, specifically dogs. the research is based on a cache of letters written in 1985 in response to a request
introduction orture used to be incompatible with american ... - orture used to be incompatible with
american values. our bill of rights forbids cruel and unusual punishment, and that ... by contrast, william safire,
a self-described "conservative... and card-carrying hard-liner[]," expresses revul- ... 9 william safire, seizing
dictatorial power, n.y. times, nov. 15, 2001, at a31. let a s mile be your umbrella - lasalle - william safire
was born in 1929. a dropout (after attending two years) from syracuse university, safire worked as a radio and
television producer, a u.s. army correspondent, and as a 'profiles' reporter at the new york herald tribune.
while working in public relations during the late 1950s, he was instrumental in bringing ; nixon
administration has requested investigation of - villiam"lenis safire aka william lewis safire. special
inquiry, buded, one fourteen next, without fail. nixon administration has requested investigation of appointee ieho has been named as a special˘ assistant to the president-elect. appointee born twelveiseventeen
tventynine, wc, new york, and since one nine sixtyfi ve racial, ethnic, and professional identity and
academic ... - racial, ethnic, and professional identity and academic librarians of color isabel gonzalez-smith,
juleah swanson, and azusa ... our sense of self. by developing a foundational understanding of identity theory,
we, as academic librarians, gain a greater context for previous stud - ... william safire’s “on language: ...
william l. safire oral history finding aid - william l. safire oral history finding aid page 3 of 3 through coph.
an extensive exit interview program with departing administration officials run by the national archives and
records service (as it was then known) during the nixon-ford administration has not been processed in full as of
august 2009. the first nixon volume xii number 2 fall 2004 who holds the within any of ... - privilege in
virginia?: the astounding answer to an unlikely enigma ... sage that the submission of the self to the will of god
is ante-diluvian, irrational, and the slave master’s moral code. so, what has this camel insult and its allusion to
nietzsche’s ... a radical text and justifies william safire’s claim that job was lend me your ears: great
speeches in history, 2004, 1157 ... - lend me your ears: great speeches in history, 2004, 1157 pages,
william safire, 0393059316, 9780393059311, w.w. norton, 2004 ... william safire, may 14, 2003, language arts
& disciplines, 384 pages. there is no ... self-hynpotic stess-busting sessionsbehavior and addiction modification
through self-hypnosis is are your thoughts your own?: “neuroprivacy” and the legal ... - neuroprivacy
issues clearly have hit a nerve among journalists and ethicists.2 william safire, the columnist and chairman of
the dana foundation, has commented, the specific ethics of brain science hits home as research on no other
organ does. it deals with our consciousness—our sense of self—and as such is central to our being.
maharishi’s program of reading the vedic ... - safire - nectedness to the self of every individual.
maharishi explains that the vedic literature is the eternal expres-sion of the self-interacting dynamics of a
unified field of pure, self-referral consciousness, which underlies the entire universe. this field of consciousness
is not only the basis of all forms and phenomena, but also the simplest the decline of the written word syracuse university - the decline of the written word william safire follow this and additional works
at:https://surfacer/libassoc part of theamerican popular culture commons, and therhetoric and composition
commons this article is brought to you for free and open access by the libraries at surface. it has been
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accepted for inclusion in the courier by an ... what are the popular grammarians really saying about ... what are the popular grammarians really saying about language and usage? (what do they have to offer
teachers of english?) by scott e. mcnabb, english department, grand rapids junior college, grand rapids . the
argument that has existed for as long as written language has existed is: what deter mines "correctness" in a
language? the greeks keynote address biafra, civil war, and genocide michael j ... - william safire
professor of modern letters dept of english, syracuse university, usa my address will be based on a personal
experience of the biafra-nigeria war. i intend to speak to some elements in the causes of the war, the actual
conduct of the war on both sides, and the very manner of the ending of the war in january, 1970. iterature
common core - pearson school - welcome to pearson common core literature! we are excited to present
hawaii with a special preview of pearson common core literature, a new program currently in development.
this program is designed to meet the common core state standards, the publisher’s criteria, and includes text
sets. we have provided a spy story in the hill: the mole - jfk.hood - a self-important gong show." said
satire• "it's an honor to be panned by a traitor. i would have been embarrassed if he liked it," he said curious
readers would see through ames's criticism and discov-er that "safire's trade-craft was bet-ter than ames's."
ames's lawyer, plato cacheris, says he submitted the review to the cia for clearance. safire, citing victor
lasky's block- former president ... - in the times of april 25, william safire, citing victor lasky's block-buster
of a book, "it didn't start with watergate," observes that "the crimes, lies, and' abuses of power" antedating
'the nixon era by several years .!!beat anything that happened: before, or since." and what were the paladins
of the investigative press doing while 'is anal retentive hyphenated?': self-referential humor - "is anal
retentive hyphenated?": self-referential humor don hauptman ew york, ew york ... not all such jests are selfreferential, but the following qualify: ... english quid pro quo." in a 1979 column on ludicrous language laws,
william safire solicited additional contributions from readers. he compiled 50 of them, along with his
commentary, in a the law and economics of native american casinos - the law and economics of native
american casinos paul h. brietzke valparaiso university school of law ... nity leaders as a lynchpin for economic
development,"3 william safire, paraphrasing lord acton, argues that "[glambling tends to cor- ... unbalanced"14
-designed to support the self-interested positions of the various players. the fallout from enron: media
frenzy and misguided notions ... - ment, william safire, who opined: “[vinson & elkins] replaced their ...
losses—even losses that generate congressional self-righteousness—does not provide that everyone at the
scene of the accident is liable (jointly and severally) for all of the damages that occurred. property as a
constitutional right - washington and lee ... - property as a constitutional right frank i. michelman** a
little over a week ago you might have read in the new york times an essay by william safire called "poletown
wrecker's ball."1 "pole-town" is the unofficial name of a district in detroit -as safire describes it "a living,
breathing neighborhood .... so named because many of its list of the new york times articles citing
erving goffman - list of the new york times articles citing erving goffman ... william safire is on vacation. ... a
self-consciousness that led another sociologist, erving goffman, to conclude that in tom jefferson was no bill
clinton - accuracy in media - $1.50 december-b 1998 xxvii-24 tom jefferson was no bill clinton nature, the
respected british scientific journal, exploded what appeared to be a historical bombshell in its issue of
november 5, the law as king and the king as law: is a president immune ... - the law as king and the
king as law country's intertwined dealings with the government of iran and the nica-raguan contras during the
late 1980s.4 the frequent investigations examining the possibility of executive misconduct suggest the country
eventually will have to face a major and 2001 annual report - dana foundation - 2001 annual report. 2
board ofdirectors, officers, and administration (as of march 31, 2001) directors william safire, chairman edward
f. rover, president charles a.dana iii lasalle d. leffall, jr., m.d. ... self-defense. 9 educators, and the lay public
opportunities moonlight blogger - subversivecopyeditor - q. well, that’s sort of the idea with selfpublishing . . . praise for the subversive copy editor (the book) “an insider’s book to cure writers . . . while
shoring up editors. . . . good advice.” —william safire, on language, the new york times “carol fisher saller . . .
has hit this one out of the ballpark. ms. saller is ew rleans ostalgia remembering new orleans history ...
- twenty years later, william safire addressed the topic in his new york times column on language; ... sadly, by
1993 the word became its own self-fulfilling prophesy and ... remembering new orleans history, culture and
traditions by ned hémard. news reporting and its impact on conflict - william safire, a speechwriter for
richard nixon on loan to agnew in the fall of 1970 (and later ... self-perpetuated, myth that news coverage
simply mirrors what is going on out there, with no bias or agenda.'5 today, however, behavioral psychology
and re- lated disciplines have made it abundantly clear that all of us have many biases and ... new york
times - usersc.umn - by william safire washington -- as soon as german u-boats put eight saboteurs on u.s.
shores during world war ii, one of the eight called the f.b.i. to betray the mission but was brushed off as a
crackpot. days later, he called again and managed to persuade the f.b.i. he was an authentic saboteur. partly
to keep this americans spying for israel - cia - article appeared chrtcttan crrcnrf mnnttnd declassified and
approved for release 2012/01/26: cia-rdp90-00965r000402760008-8 joseph c. har:ch americans spying for
israel a ccording to william safire, writing in the new york times, the two israelis who worked with selfconfessed israeli spy jonathan jay pollard (an american citizen) were both ... thinking about addiction
hyperbolic discounting and ... - times has actually improved from 30 years ago, when their op-ed page
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included abe rosenthal and william safire, two of the most repulsive zionists to ever appear in print. mit fri, 19
apr 2019 08:36:00 gmt a aa aaa aaaa aaacn aaah aaai aaas aab aabb aac aacc aace aachen aacom aacs
aacsb aad aadvantage aae aaf aafp aag your behalf to whom - fandm - passage not read several years ago,
i heard the columnist william safire speak as part of a panel discussion at a professional meeting. safire was
asked whom he ... such that you will self-consciously and insistently apply it, rather than file it away. b. critical
thinking frequently is mentioned as a key aspect of liberal education, some words for nixon - university of
pennsylvania - william safire, pat buchanan, and ray price, he learned an enormous amount about his
craft—and politics—from the man he had once approvingly described as “lost.” it was a remarkable ascent for
a self-described “street-corner conservative” (a phrase he later used as the title of his first book) ethics and
whistleblowing: moral quandaries - ethics and whistleblowing: moral quandaries marilyn a. dyrud oregon
institute of technology ... linguist and former presidential speech writer william safire muses on the
transformation of the word, first as two words, “whistle blower,” separating actor and action; then as a
hyphenated ... the “need for self control,” and a deep-seated ... old testament lections for epiphany
harrell f. beck ... - safire reports that a person challenged bartlett's source and safire could never track it
down satisfactorily. (see william safire on language, "quotation demolishers, inc.," for the whole ... "as mr. x
said somewhere," is a self-defeating phrase. use quotations to build up to or summarize what you are 5 .
ulturally elevant dvocacy for ictim /s urvivors of color - self identified social political construct an ethnic
group is a group of human beings whose members identify with race ethnicity ... william safire (november 20,
1988). " on language: people of color ". the new york times . retrieved on 2008 -03-21 guy ortiz consulting
2008. cultural homeland security act: the rise of the american police ... - law about william safire’s
recent article on the homeland security act. "i had the rather ... william colby, george bush, william webster,
james woolsey, john deutsch, and william casey." noting that article ii of the cfr’s bylaws state that ... we hold
these truths to be self-evident in the american day, you must give and i shall take, the politics of being
mortal - muse.jhu - compensations of self-interest can be seen in a new york times column in which william
safire recites an "ode to greed." always brash and provocative, safire becomes fervent in this attempt to
demonstrate that it is only by exhorting the wealthy to greed that the needy will be effectively helped: greed is
finally being recognized as a virtue. articles regulating managed care: what’s wrong with a ... - articles
regulating managed care: what’s wrong with a patient bill of rights david a. hyman* ... see william safire, on
language, n.y. times, august 1, 1999, § 6 (magazine), ... for a patient bill of rights as a self-evident truth,
provide an anecdotal [last updated: october 3, 2006] its discovery, propagation ... - of u.s. military,"
whom new york times’ columnist william safire soon branded "creeps." 3.) these photos are not, however,
snapshots of simple brutality or a breakdown in military discipline. a.) if we read these photos carefully, we can
see the genealogy of cia psychology torture techniques, from their origins in the 1950s to the freemasonry in
all ages being a sketch of its history ... - times has actually improved from 30 years ago, when their op-ed
page included abe rosenthal and william safire, two of the most repulsive zionists to ever appear in print. full
text of "new" - internet archive sun, 21 apr 2019 10:28:00 gmt search the history of over 357 billion web pages
on the internet. regulation of preventive and preemptive force in the ... - regulation of preventive and
preemptive force in the united nations charter: a search for original intent ... timothy kearley,regulation of
preventive and preemptive force in the united nations charter: a search for original intent, 3 wyo. l. ... william
safire, rope-a-dope: a lexicon of intervention, n.y. times, oct. 13, ... medicine, neuroscience, ethics, and
society - [judy illes] medicine, neuroscience, ethics, and society 33 • brain and the self • brain and social
policy • brain and clinical practice the lombera and illes study shows that the entry point into neuro-ethics is
initially in the area of clinical practice, the focus of the greatest number of publications. 2003 annual report dana foundation - t 2003 annual report he dana foundation is a private philanthropic organization with
principal interests in science, health, and education. charles a. dana, a new york state legislator, industrialist,
and philanthropist, was president of the dana foundation from 1950 to 1966 and actively shaped its programs
and principles until his death in 1975. l.p. management, reserved capital oaktree all - in the march 5
edition of the new york times, william safire devoted the sunday magazine’s “on language” column to “it is
what it is.” he mentioned that the first use he could find had been in 1949, and that the phrase had been
adopted for movie and song titles in the last few years.
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